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An Accurate and Robust Strip-Edge-Based
Structured Light Means for Shiny Surface

Micromeasurement in 3-D
Zhan Song, Ronald Chung, Senior Member, IEEE, and Xiao-Ting Zhang

Abstract—Three-dimensional measurement of shiny or reflec-
tive surface is a challenging issue for optical-based instru-
mentations. In this paper, we present a novel structured light
approach for direct measurement of shiny target so as to skip
the coating preprocedure. In comparison with traditional image-
intensity-based structured light coding strategies like sinusoidal
and line patterns, strip edges not raw image intensities are encoded
in the illuminated patterns. With strip edges generally better
preserved than individual image intensity in the image data in
the presence of surface reflections, such a coding strategy is more
robust. To remove the periodic ambiguity within strip patterns,
traditional Gray code patterns are adopted. To localize the strip
edges more precisely, both positive and negative strip patterns are
used. An improved zero-crossing feature detector that has subpixel
accuracy is proposed for strip-edge localization. The experimental
setup is configured with merely an off-the-shelf pico-projector and
a camera. Extensive experiments including accuracy evaluation,
comparison with previous structured light algorithms, and the re-
construction of some real shiny objects are shown to demonstrate
the system’s accuracy and endurance against reflective nature of
surfaces.

Index Terms—Edge detection, shiny surface, structured light
system (SLS), 3-D reconstruction.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH THE development of microfabrication and elec-
tronic packaging technology, there is in industry an

increasing need of demanding three-dimensional (3-D) infor-
mation in micrometer-level precision for surface inspection
and quality control purposes [1], [2]. Even in mundane tasks
like coin anticounterfeiting and signature recognition, it has
been recognized that 3-D measurements that are necessarily
at micrometer level constitute another level of enhancement
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to the existing 2-D methods. However, instruments and means
for micrometer-level 3-D measurement in adequate accuracy
and economy are still lacking. The fact that many of the target
objects are shiny or reflective poses additional challenge to the
measurement process.

By the working principles, 3-D measuring systems can be
classified into coordinate measuring machines (CMMs), time
of flight systems [3], stereo vision [4], shape from shading [5],
laser scanning [6], and structured light systems (SLSs). Each
approach comes with its own limitations, advantages, and cost.
Compared with CMMs, optical-based methods have the ad-
vantages of being noncontact and fast and have been widely
adopted in the commercial sector [7]. In these methods, laser
beams or structured light patterns are projected onto the object
surface, and the reflections are captured by imaging devices.
Depth information at these illuminated areas can then be calcu-
lated via triangulation [8].

However, existing optical methods generally encounter diffi-
culties with shiny or specular objects. Surfaces that are shiny
generally have most of the incoming light beams reflected
off the surfaces to various directions other than that of the
imaging device, and that greatly compromises the quality of
the captured images. Subject to the low image quality, exist-
ing structured light means which are usually intensity based
[9]–[11] are difficult to operate. The often-used practice is to
coat the shiny surfaces with a thin layer of white powder to
have their reflective nature diminished. In particular, coating the
surfaces with a thin opaque lacquer just for measuring purpose
is a common practice. However, for applications where high ac-
curacy is desired, such an additional coating film (usually with a
thickness of 3–5 μm, which could be unevenly distributed over
the surface) will induce distinct effect to the final measurement
accuracy. More importantly, such a treatment complicates the
whole scanning procedure and could cause corrosions to the
target surface. All these make existing structured light scanning
techniques impractical in many applications [12].

In this paper,a novel strip-edge based structured light coding
strategy is presented. Information encoded in the pattern is not
individual image intensity but strip-edge position. Compared
with raw image intensities, strip edges have precise locations
in the image data that are more distinguishable despite the
presence of influence from the specular nature of the imaged
scene to the overall image-intensity distribution. That makes
its coding information more robust. To remove the periodic
ambiguity with strip patterns, the traditional Gray code patterns
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are adopted. By the use of both positive and negative strip
patterns and a zero-crossing-based feature detector that we
developed, strip edges can be extracted accurately. We show
experimental results from a system setup that is configured
with merely an off-the-shelf pico-projector and an industrial
camera. Both devices are consumer grade to make the system
economical and applicable for wide industrial applications.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief
review of the previous work on optical 3-D measuring tech-
nologies. The proposed structured light coding strategy, strip-
edge detector, system calibration, and 3-D reconstruction are
described in Section III. Experiments on accuracy evaluation,
micrometer-level measurement of some real shiny objects, and
comparisons with some traditional methods are presented in
Section IV. A conclusion and possible future work are offered
in Section V.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

This work focuses on how high-accuracy 3-D measurement
can be conducted over shiny micro-objects. Traditional me-
chanical probing means adopted in CMMs can achieve high
precision, but at the expense of measuring speed [13]. Non-
contact techniques, including laser scanning and SLS, have
been advancing quickly in the last decade. Such techniques
are triangulation-based optical measuring technologies. Laser
scanner is operable on almost all surfaces, but because of its
physical scanning-based nature, the operation speed is limited.
The measuring accuracy is also affected by laser speckle effect
[14]. SLSs consist of a projection device and cameras. By
projecting some specially designed light patterns onto the target
surface and imaging the illuminated scene, image points under
the illuminations can each be labeled with a unique codeword.
Such codewords are preserved in the image data. Since code-
words on the projection side are known a priori, point-to-point
correspondences between the image plane and the projection
plane can be established readily. Three-dimensional informa-
tion at such positions can then be determined via triangulation
[8]. SLSs have the benefits of demanding only a simple setup,
low cost, and fast operation speed, although its performance has
certain dependence upon the surface condition of the inspected
object and upon the working environment.

In the laser scanning approach, a beam of laser light is
passed over the object while a camera mounted aside is to
record the position of the projected laser profiles. There are an
increasing number of off-the-shelf 3-D laser scanners available
in the market. Differences of the various systems lie mainly on
the laser strength, wavelength, working distance, and scanning
speed. Representative systems in the market include Konica
Minolta VIVID 9i and FARO Laser Scan Arm. There are
also systems specifically for measuring in micrometer-level
accuracy, like SICK IVP Ranger, which can achieve a resolution
of 0.1 × 0.5 × 0.05 mm in a measuring field of 150 × 25 mm.
In [15], a 3-D laser scanning system is introduced for measuring
wrinkles on laminated plastic sheets. The sensor uses single-
spot laser illumination and performs position detection through
subpixel peak detection. The laser displacement equipment is
slightly tilted to minimize the effect of specular reflection from

Fig. 1. (a) Sinusoidal pattern is shifted four times to let the phase value at each
image point be determined [25]. (b) Line pattern is shifted six times to encode
each image point on the line [27].

plastic surfaces. The sensor is set at a height of 30 mm above
the plane of the mechanical stage and measures the distance
to the target spot illuminated by the laser beam at a rate of
300 Hz. In the experiment, a depth resolution of 0.01 mm was
reported. In [16], a laser line scanning system is studied. In the
implementation, the camera and the laser are first calibrated.
Having found the top and bottom boundaries of the laser line
in the image, the center of the laser line between the top and
bottom boundaries is found along its length. These center points
are used for ray tracing and depth calculation. When measuring
a weld pool of depth about 0.38 mm, a percentage error of about
9% was reported in the experiment. Instead of laser line, a light
strip illuminated by a projection device can also be used with
the same scanning strategy [17].

In the use of structured light pattern, the coding strategies
can be categorized to spatial coding and temporal coding
schemes [12], [18]. In the spatial coding scheme, codeword
at a pattern element is defined by the pattern values in the
neighborhood, which can be about various gray levels [19],
colors [20], or some geometrical primitives [21] in the pattern.
De-Bruijn sequences [22] and M-array [23] are the main coding
schemes often employed. Since unique label at any pattern
position comes with only a certain “spread” of pattern values
in the vicinity of the position, the pattern positions that can
be uniquely coded, and in turn their depth values subsequently
recovered, cannot be too dense.

In the temporal coding scheme, coding is achieved not in the
spatial domain but in the time domain. A series of patterns
is projected at different instants onto the target surface. The
codeword for any given pixel on the camera’s image plane is
decided by the illuminations at that pixel over time. SLSs using
this encoding scheme can result in stronger data density and
higher accuracy in the measurement. In particular, Gray code
is a widely used coding scheme because of its simplicity and
robustness. If a binary Gray code pattern of codeword length n
is to be used, an image sequence consisting of n + 1 binary strip
patterns need be projected sequentially to encode the scene.
With that, the scene in the image domain can be separated into
2n subregions, and the pixel center or the Gray code pattern’s
edges [24] are usually encoded.

To achieve higher measurement accuracy, methods like phase
shifting [9]–[11], [25], [26] and line shifting [27] are usually
used as shown in Fig. 1. To solve the periodic ambiguity
between sinusoidal and line patterns, various phase unwrapping
algorithms have been proposed [28], [29]. In real applications,
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to improve the robustness of the unwrapping procedures, a
series of Gray code patterns are usually used. By combining
the local phase value and the global Gray code value, a unique
codeword for each image point can be obtained. In experiment-
ing with a sphere of 150-mm diameter, an average deviation
of 0.05 mm was reported [25]. In [26], a sinusoidal shifting
SLS is proposed for the 3-D measurement of flip chip solder
bumps. In the measurement of a standard 1-mm gauge block,
an average accuracy of 2 μm was obtained. However, subject
to strong reflections of bump surfaces, the reconstructed 3-D
models of the bumps have obvious discrepancy with the actual
ones. In the line-shifting method [27], the sinusoidal periodic
profile is substituted by a parallel line pattern as shown in
Fig. 1(b). By consecutively shifting the line pattern six times
in the x- and y-directions, respectively, six images for the
x-coordinate and six images for the y-coordinate can be ob-
tained. Since the line pattern is also periodic, it has inherent
ambiguity, but the Gray code patterns can be brought in to
remove the ambiguity. In an experiment that measures planarity,
a standard deviation of 0.028 mm is reported in measuring a
planar region of 200 × 200 mm. In [30], a passive and active
stereo vision system was used for reconstructing the surface of
the deformed plate. In the system, passive stereo vision is used
to detect the surface boundary, while active stereo vision with a
projection of structured light is used for 3-D reconstruction. In
an experiment with a rectangular plate of size 11.65 × 7.35 cm,
at a working distance of about 40 cm, the measuring error in
depth was within 2 mm, and the error in the x- and y-directions
was within 1 mm.

Shiny surface with strong reflective nature is still a challenge
to optical-based instrumentations including structured light
means. Sinusoidal structure in the projected pattern [9]–[11],
[25], [26] is destroyed in the image data owing to the strong
reflections, and the projected lines are also usually flooded and
undistinguishable in the captured image [27]. To improve the
structured light pattern’s antireflection capability, a strip-edge-
based coding strategy is proposed in this paper. Compared with
the image-intensity-based sinusoidal pattern and the thin-line-
based line-shifting pattern, the strips can be better preserved
in the image data in the presence of surface reflections, and
that makes the coding procedure more robust. To remove the
periodic ambiguity within strip patterns, traditional Gray code
patterns are brought in. To determine the strip edges more
precisely, both the positive and negative patterns are used. In
particular, an improved zero-crossing edge detector is proposed
for strip-edge localization in subpixel accuracy.

III. STRIP-EDGE-BASED STRUCTURED LIGHT PATTERN

DESIGN AND STRIP-EDGE DETECTION

The major processes involved in the devised system are thus
the following. In the structured light pattern, a unique codeword
is assigned to each strip-edge point, which is a combination of
a local strip-edge code value and a global Gray code value.
The illuminated object surface is then imaged, and the strip
edges in the image data are precisely located. Correspondences
between the illuminated pattern and the image plane can be

Fig. 2. Coding strategy of Gray code combined with strip shifting pat-
tern. Top: Series of Gray code patterns (with n = 9) is used to construct
256 subregions each with a unique codeword. Bottom: Strip pattern of width
4 pixels is shifted three times to encode positions within each subregion. Strip
edges of the shifting pattern will be detected and encoded in finer accuracy.

established, and spatial depth at the strip-edge points can be
determined.

A. Strip-Edge-Based Coding Strategy

Compared with the raw image intensities and thin image lines
that are vulnerable to the reflective nature of shiny surfaces,
edges of binary strips in the illuminated pattern are more
localizable and better preserved in the image data despite the
specular nature of the object surfaces. Higher localizability of
the edges comes with more accurate reconstruction and higher
robustness of the measurement system.

In the implementation, a series of (n + 1) Gray code patterns
is first projected in order to divide the target surface into 2n

subregions (it is not 2n+1 regions because the all-zero codeword
is not distinguishable in the image data and generally not used),
each with a unique n-b-long Gray codeword. Suppose that each
of such subregions is m pixel wide on the projector’s pattern
generation plane. Then, a strip pattern in half of the finest strip
width of the Gray code sequence is shifted m − 1 times, in steps
of 1 pixel, each with a separate image capture by the camera, to
encode each subregion with additional bits.

Such a periodic pattern, by itself, has a periodic ambiguity of
m pixels (i.e., the width of the strip pattern on the projector’s
pattern generation plane) in distinguishing different points of
the target surface. However, by combining the two codewords
together, one from the Gray code and the other from the strip
pattern, the m subdivisions can be introduced to each of the 2n

subregions to achieve finer 3-D reconstruction. The procedure
can be expressed as

P =G + S

G ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , (2n − 1)}
S ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , (m − 1)} (1)

where S is the local codeword generated by the strip pat-
tern, G is the global Gray codeword used to remove periodic
ambiguity among strip patterns, and P is the final unique
codeword.

For a pattern generation plane of 1024-pixel width in the
projector, Gray code of 9-b length (i.e., n = 9) can separate
it into 256 subregions. Then, a strip pattern of width 4 pixels
is shifted three times in step length of 1 pixel as illustrated
by Fig. 2. Upon the shifting, each column of the projector’s
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Fig. 3. (a) Zero-crossing edge detector. (b) Without surface reflection, strip-
edge position can be determined as the intersection of the positive and negative
patterns. (c) Proposed strip-edge detection method in the presence of surface
reflection.

pixels will be attached with a unique codeword ranging from
0 to 1024.

B. Strip-Edge Detection in Subpixel Accuracy

Strip-edge detection is a crucial step in the system. It affects
the final measurement accuracy directly. In previous work, zero
crossing of the image intensity is a widely used way of detecting
edge location in subpixel accuracy [31]. However, it is sensitive
to image noise, and the performance could be seriously affected
by surface reflection and noise. In this paper, an alternative
method is introduced by projecting both positive and negative
patterns to enhance robustness and accuracy.

Subject to the optical limitations (modulation transfer func-
tion, depth of field, etc.), the projected strip edges are usually
blurred in the captured image as shown in Fig. 3(a). Without
considering surface reflection, strip edges can be determined as
the intersection lines of the positive strip fP and the negative
strip fN as shown in Fig. 3(b). Yet, on shiny surface, saturation
regions often arise due to strong reflectance. That makes the
intersection lines of fP and fN unrecognizable. The direct use
of zero-crossing edge detector is thus inapplicable. To localize
the strip-edge position xedge for shiny surface, an improved
zero-crossing approach is proposed.

Suppose that fD represents the difference image of fP and
fN as

fD = fP − fN . (2)

We divide fD into two segments of fD+ and fD− which
refer to fD > 0 and fD < 0, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3(c).
Zero-crossing positions of fD+ and fD− are represented by
x{∇2fD+=0} and x{∇2fD−=0}, respectively. Then, the strip-edge
position xedge in subpixel accuracy can be obtained as

xedge =
(
x{∇2fD+=0} + x{∇2fD−=0}

)
/2. (3)

C. System Calibration and 3-D Depth Calculation

The geometry between the camera, projector, and world
coordinate frames is illustrated in Fig. 4. Our system uses the

Fig. 4. Geometry between the camera, projector, and world coordinate
frames. With the geometry calibrated, depth value of any surface point P can
be calculated from the two corresponding points: (uc, vc) and (up, vp) in the
camera and projector via triangulation.

perspective model for both the camera and projector [32]. The
model can be expressed by the following equation:
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(4)

where the subscript C/P refers to whether it is the camera’s
or the projector’s measurement parameters and m and M
indicate whether it is a 2-D position within the particular sensor
(camera or projector) or a 3-D position with respect to the world
reference frame. Intrinsic parameters αC

u , αC
v , γC , uC

0 , vC
0 or

αP
u , αP

v , γP , uP
0 , vP

0 are collectively expressed as 3 × 3 matrix
AC or AP , where α indicates the scale factors in the u- and
v-axes of the sensor array, γ refers to the skew of the sensor
axes, and u0 and v0 represent the principal point of the sensor
plane [32].

The 3-D position MW of any space point P, measured against
the world coordinate frame, is related to the image position mC

or mP by the following equation:

[
MC/P

1

]
=

[
RC/P TC/P

0 1

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

EC/P

[
MW

1

]
(5)

where R and T indicate the rotation and transition matrix be-
tween the camera and projector reference frames, respectively.
There are six extrinsic parameters ((RC ,TC) or (RP ,TP ),
collectively expressed as 4 × 4 matrix EC or EP ) for the
camera and projector, respectively. With respect to the same
world coordinate system, extrinsic parameters EC and EP of
the camera and projector can be defined, and they are related
by matrix E—the relative transformation matrix between the
projector and camera.

With the aforementioned notations, calibration of our system
is about determining the intrinsic parameters AC/P of the
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Fig. 5. System calibration. (a) Printed checker-board pattern is used for
calibrating the camera. The checker-board pattern is designed with gray levels
of 128 and 255. (b) Separate pattern that is to be projected from the projector to
the aforementioned checker board, designed with some markers and in different
gray levels (0 and 255), is used for calibrating the projector.

camera and projector, respectively, and the relative transforma-
tion matrix E [

MC

1

]
∼=

[
R T

0 1

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

E

[
MP

1

]
. (6)

In the calibration procedure, a printed checker-board pattern
as shown in Fig. 5(a) is used for calibrating the camera. The
pattern is printed with gray levels of 128 and 255, and the
pattern forms a calibration board that is to take the place of
the object surface in Fig. 4 in the calibration process. Once the
calibration board is fixed with respect to the camera and the
projector, the camera will first capture one image of the cali-
bration pattern. This image is used for calibrating the camera.
Another pattern is then projected by the pico-projector onto the
calibration board as shown in Fig. 5(b). The projected pattern is
designed with some distinct markers and in gray levels of 0 and
255 so as to make it distinguishable from the original printed
one on the calibration board. The camera will then capture
the second image of the calibration board. Even though the
printed pattern and the projected pattern coexist in the captured
image, the markers in the projected pattern can be used to
let the grid points be recognized and determined manually.
This second image is used for calibrating the projector. By
changing the position of the calibration board and repeating
the aforementioned procedure 10–15 times, the parameters of
the SLS can be calibrated. More details about the calibration
process can be found in [33].

The calibration procedure allows the intrinsic parameters
AC and AP , the distortion parameters of the camera and
projector, and their extrinsic parameters RC ,TC ,RP ,TP

with respect to a common world coordinate frame to be es-
timated. With RC ,TC ,RP ,TP , the relative transformation
matrix E between the camera and projector can be determined
from (6).

Suppose that the extracted strip-edge point m̃c = (xc, yc, 1)
(here, m̃ represents the projective representation of m) on the
camera’s image plane and m̃p = (xp, yp, 1) on the projector’s
pattern generation plane are associated with the same scene
point. Suppose that the 2-D positions are encoded across the

Fig. 6. Experimental setup consists of an off-the-shelf pico-projector and a
camera, and the two devices are synchronized.

x-dimension. We can relate xc and xp by matching the code-
words. Using the epipolar constraint [34]

m̃T
c

(
A−T

P TA−1
C

)
m̃p = 0 (7)

we can also relate yc and yp by solving a linear equation.
Once the correspondence problem is solved, the depth zc of
the associated scene point can be determined via traditional
triangulation algorithm [8] as

zc =
(Rm̃c · m̃p)(m̃p · T) − ‖m̃p‖2(Rm̃c · T)

‖Rm̃c‖2‖m̃p‖2 − (Rm̃c · m̃p)2
. (8)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental system is configured with an off-the-shelf
pico-projector (3 M liquid crystal on silicon display chip, with
a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels, universal serial bus interface,
10 Lux) and a camera (PointGray-Flea2, with a resolution of
1280 × 960 pixels, 30 ft/s), as shown in Fig. 6. The camera is
fitted with a Navitar 25-mm lens. All equipment are of merely
consumer grade, and the total cost of the apparatus is less than
USD 1500. The two devices are configured with a triangulation
angle of about 25◦–30◦. Although larger triangulation angle can
boost the measurement accuracy, it also incurs more occlusion
and defocus in the image. Since our target object is free-
form surface that contains spots of various surface orientations,
reflections cannot be much avoided, and image quality can-
not be much improved by merely adjusting the projection or
imaging angles.

By adjusting the focal planes of both the projector and
camera until they overlap, a common projection and imaging
zone of about 52 × 39 mm can be achieved at a projection
distance of about 150 mm. The system takes about 3 s to
complete a full scan. A program written in C++ is used for
3-D calculation. It can process 1.3 million points in less than
1 s on a standard PC platform (Core2 Duo 3.3 GHz, with 4 GB
of RAM). Below, we present accuracy evaluation results as well
as surface reconstruction of real shiny objects.
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Fig. 7. Reconstruction accuracy evaluation by examining motion of a plane in
space. (a) Plane was shifted 16 times toward the projector in steps of 0.1 mm.
(b) Error plot of the measured plane displacement at every motion.

A. Evaluation of Measurement Accuracy

In this experiment, the known motion of a plane is used to
evaluate the measurement accuracy in depth. A linear stage
(Newport M-460A series) with a motion accuracy of 1 μm was
used to move an external plane, as shown in Fig. 7(a), in a
head-on orientation toward the projector. The plane was shifted
15 times toward the projector in steps of 0.1 mm. After each
motion, the described system was used to reconstruct the plane.
Altogether, there were 16 planes reconstructed.

As the scanned area of the plane changed slightly over the
motion and so did the set of feature points that were recon-
structed on the plane, point to point distance calculation at every
step of the motion was not possible. Instead, we determined
how far the center of the plane traveled in each motion step and
compared that with the commanded motion step of the linear
stage as an evaluation of how accurately depth was measured by
the system. Notice that the inspected plane was not necessarily
positioned perfectly orthogonal to the projector’s optical axis
and the motion was not necessarily perfectly parallel to the
projector’s optical axis either. These uncertainties could give
rise to discrepancies between the measured distance and the
commanded motion step, even if the measurement was per-
fect. Our system’s measurement showed that the orientation
of the inspected plane was [0.027, 0.055, 0.998] (a unit nor-
mal vector) with respect to the projector’s coordinate frame,

TABLE I
PLANE DISPLACEMENT MEASURED AT EVERY

MOTION STEP (IN MILLIMETERS)

Fig. 8. Three-dimensional reconstruction of a print paper with handwriting.
(a) Piece of print paper with some handwritings. (b) Three-dimensional scan-
ning result can discover the erased handwritings as well as the unevenness of
the paper surface.

i.e., almost orthogonal to the projector’s optical axis but not
perfectly so.

The motion steps measured are listed in Table I. The differ-
ences between the measurements and the commanded motion
steps are plotted in Fig. 7(b). The result shows an absolute
mean error of 1.4 μm (and a maximum error of 2.2 μm).
Notice that the mean error was very close to the linear
stage’s resolution, indicating that depth was measured in an
accuracy approaching what cannot be measured by the utili-
ties used.

To demonstrate measurement accuracy more intuitively, an-
other experiment was conducted on a print paper with handwrit-
ings on it, which is shown in Fig. 8(a). The characters “a, b, c”
were handwritten with pencil softly on a sheet of paper and then
erased by a rubber. The paper was then scanned by the proposed
system for 3-D reconstruction of the handwriting tracks. From
the reconstruction result shown in Fig. 8(b), which is about a
depth map not an intensity map, it can be observed that the 3-D
tracks of the handwriting could be reconstructed to readability
by plain eyes. The slight roughness of the paper surface was
also made visible in the depth map.
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Fig. 9. Two new shiny coins of different appearances and material that were
used in surface reconstruction experimentation.

B. Three-Dimensional Reconstruction of Shiny Coins

To evaluate the system’s performance on shiny surface, some
shiny coins were tested with, one silvery and the other bronze-
like, which are shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b). A sample image
of one of the coins, captured under one of the strip pattern
projections, is displayed in Fig. 10(a). To restrain the effect of
strong reflectance, the aperture of the lens was set to F22. It
can be observed that the images were rather dark and of low
contrast. In addition, even with so small an aperture, there were
still intensity-saturated regions in the image data, caused by the
high reflectivity of the coin surface.

The strip-edge detection results are as shown in Fig. 10(b).
By the proposed edge detection method, strip edges in dark
and intensity-saturated regions could still be extracted largely
successfully. The coding map (i.e., an image that shows gray
level related to the codeword not appearance brightness of each
image position) under coding from the strip patterns alone
is shown in Fig. 10(c). The periodic appearance of the same
gray level in the coding map shows that periodic ambiguity is
present in the codeword. By introducing Gray code patterns, the
periodic ambiguity can be removed, and the image points on
strip edges can be encoded uniquely, as shown in the associated
coding map presented in Fig. 10(d).

The reconstructed surfaces, in their raw form without any
smoothing or interpolation introduced, are shown in Fig. 11(a)
and (b). It can be observed that even surface features in the dark
and intensity-saturated regions could still be recovered with
details.

C. Comparison and Discussion

Without changing the configuration of the experimental
setup, a sinusoidal phase-shifting [25] pattern and a line-
shifting [27] pattern as shown in Fig. 1 were also implemented
for result comparison and evaluation. The sinusoidal phase-
shifting pattern is set to have a period of 32 pixels and shifts
of 1/4 period each time. In this way, for each given pixel
(x, y) of the captured image, four intensity values are obtained:
I1, I2, I3, I4. The phase value φ(x, y) at the pixel can be
determined as

φ(x, y) = tan−1

[
I4(x, y) − I2(x, y)
I1(x, y) − I3(x, y)

]
.

Fig. 10. (a) Image of one coin under one of the strip pattern projections.
(b) Samples of strip-edge detection result. (c) Coding map from the strip
patterns alone, which contains periodic ambiguity. (d) Coding map from the
strip patterns plus the Gray code patterns, which has no periodic ambiguity.

Fig. 11. Three-dimensional reconstruction results of the coins shown in
Fig. 10(a) and (b). Local areas of the reconstructed surfaces are enlarged for
close observation.
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Fig. 12. Results by traditional phase-shifting and line-shifting methods. (a) and (d) Images of one coin under sinusoidal phase-shifting and line-shifting pattern
projections. (b) and (e) Coding maps from the phase-shifting and line-shifting patterns alone, which contain periodic ambiguity. (c) and (f) Surface reconstruction
results by the phase-shifting and line-shifting methods.

Fig. 13. Reconstruction results of a cutting surface of a metallic workpiece via different methods. (a) Metallic workpiece used for experiment. (b) Result by the
phase-shifting method. (c) Result by the line-shifting methods. (d) Result by the proposed method.

The line pattern is set to have a period of 6 pixels and shifts of
one pixel each time. As described in [27], the images with line
pattern projections are first convolved by a fourth-order filter

g4(i) = f(i − 2) + f(i − 1) − f(i + 1) − f(i + 2).

The peak centers of projected lines are estimated by a linear
interpolation at positions where a change in sign of g4(i) is
encountered in the convolved images [27]. The same Gray code
strategy is adopted to remove the periodic ambiguity among
sinusoidal and line patterns.

With the aforementioned coding schemes, for the sinusoidal
pattern, each image point can be encoded uniquely along the
x-direction, and the unique codeword is combined with the
local phase value φ(x, y) and the global Gray code value. For
the line pattern, each center point of the line pattern can be
encoded uniquely along the x-direction, and the codeword is
combined with the local line index value and the global Gray
code value. In the 3-D reconstruction stage, the same procedure
as described in Section III-C is performed for all the compared
algorithms.

From Fig. 12(a) and (d), we can see that the image intensities
in both the sinusoidal and line patterns suffered from substantial

distortion that was due to the specular nature of the coin surface.
That makes the coding maps noisy and unreliable as shown in
Fig. 12(b) and (e). As a result, the quality of 3-D reconstruction
was greatly compromised.

Fig. 13 shows an experiment with a metallic workpiece. A
cutting surface of the metallic workpiece is reconstructed by
the phase-shifting, line-shifting, and proposed patterns, respec-
tively. Reconstruction results are as shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 14 shows an experiment with a ball grid array (BGA)
sample. Bumps on the BGA chip are reconstructed by the
phase-shifting, line-shifting, and proposed methods. Recon-
struction results are as shown in Fig. 14(b)–(d), respectively.

With the aforementioned comparisons, we have demon-
strated the advantages of the proposed algorithms. However, if
the saturation regions in the image are too large to be included
in a single strip, there will be no information constructible in
these areas. Visual measurement of mirrorlike free-form shiny
surfaces remains a challenging issue.

D. Measurement Accuracy With Shinny Surface

To evaluate the measurement accuracy of shiny surface, a
separate experiment was conducted on the same coin that had
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Fig. 14. Reconstruction results of a BGA sample via different methods. (a) BGA sample used for experiment. (b) Result by the phase-shifting method. (c) Result
by the line-shifting methods. (d) Result by the proposed method.

Fig. 15. Reconstruction of coin surface with coating process for comparison.
(a) Coated coin surface under strip pattern illumination. (b) Three-dimensional
reconstruction result by the proposed method. (c) Deviation map between the
reconstructed coin surfaces with and without coating processing.

undergone a coating process to remove the coin’s specularity.
As can be observed from Fig. 15(a), the projected strip pattern
appeared much sharper because of the great reduction in re-
flections. Fig. 15(b) shows the reconstructed 3-D model via the
proposed method. This reconstruction was taken as the “ground
truth” for result evaluation (the tiny thickness and unevenness
of the coating material were ignored). To evaluate the deviation
between such a reference and the reconstruction result for the
original shiny surface (shown in Fig. 11) quantitatively, the two
3-D models are compared in Geomagic which is a widely used
business software for point cloud processing. The deviation
map is plotted in Fig. 15(c), which shows an absolute mean
deviation of 5 μm with a standard deviation of only 7 μm. It
can be observed that obvious deviations appeared mainly in the
areas with sharp edges and angles where very strong reflections
were encountered.

Fig. 16. Height inspection of BGA bumps. The dash lines indicate the
allowance range of the bump height.

As shown in Fig. 14, a standard BGA sample with a bump
height of 0.4 mm is reconstructed. There are 72 bumps on
the BGA chip, and the bump height is a crucial dimension
in the packaging procedure. According to the manufacturing
requirement, the height deviations of the bumps are required to
be controlled to within 0.1 mm. From the reconstruction result
by the proposed method as shown in Fig. 14(d), the height of
each bump is measured with respect to the BGA baseboard
and plotted in Fig. 16. From the result, an average height of
0.396 mm is obtained over all bumps with a standard deviation
of only 0.012 mm.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have described a high-accuracy and robust
SLS for 3-D measurement of micro shiny surfaces. A novel
strip-edge-based coding strategy is described that enhances the
system’s robustness against the possible reflective nature of the
target surface. To remove the periodic ambiguity, traditional
Gray code patterns are adopted. In strip-edge detection, both
positive and negative patterns are used. An improved zero-
crossing edge detector is also described for detecting strip edges
in subpixel accuracy. The system can be built with merely an
off-the-shelf pico-projector and a camera and is thus suitable
for cost-effective micromeasurement. Extensive experiments
on shiny coins, metallic workpiece, and BGA bumps have
been used to demonstrate its strong robustness and high mea-
surement accuracy. Previous intensity-based structured light
algorithms have also been implemented for result comparison
and evaluation.
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There is only one camera used in the described system.
Subject to the view angle between the camera and projector,
some surface areas cannot be imaged and reconstructed due to
occlusion. An additional camera mounted on the other side of
the projector can supplement more surface information. Future
work can address how to align and merge the reconstructed
3-D models from the two different viewpoints so as to enhance
the capability of the system in handling the occlusion problem.
Owing to the limited response time of the pico-projector that
is used, the current system requires 3 s to complete a full scan.
In the future, a pico-projection device of faster response time
and a high-speed camera are to be adopted for improving the
scanning efficiency.
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